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October 10th, 2019 
 
The following report outlines some of the major issues facing the Princeton area and WPRB’s 
programming responses to those issues during the specified quarter. 
 
The following issues were observed and addressed by WPRB: 
 

1. Educational issues 
2. Cultural issues 

 
 
Many of these issues were addressed through the means of repeated public service and 
community notebook announcements. Hence, exact details of time and date of broadcast are 
not always provided. However, that information is available in WPRB’s archive of daily 
programming logs. 
 

1. To encourage listener education and engagement in enriching programs, the station 
broadcasted multiple programs aiming to discuss the work of mostly local scholars. 
These programs included (but were not limited to) the following: 

a. These Vibes Are Too Cosmic, which hosted the following programming: 
i. An interview with Professor Jo Dunkley of Princeton’s Departments of 

Physics and Astrophysical Sciences, who just published her first book, 
Our Universe: An Astronomer’s Guide. Jo boils down our universe’s 13 
billion year history into a digestible story. 

ii. An interview with Dr. Haider Warraich, cardiologist starting at Brigham 
and Women’s Hospital and Harvard Medical School who discusses blood 
pressure, heart attacks, stress and anxiety, and the future of 
cardiovascular technology. 

iii. An interview with Professor Robert Vanderbei of Princeton’s Department 
of Operations Research and Financial Engineering who explains how he 
verified that “local warming” is occurring right alongside global climate 



change, as demonstrated via years of weather station data you can 
download yourself. 

 

2. In an effort to promote awareness of cultural topics and events, the station aired 
programming educating and informing listeners of these topics. These programs 
included (but were not limited to) the following: 

a. WPRB News & Culture, which hosted the following: 
i. An environmental segment investigating the current bird population crisis. 
ii. A cultural segment exploring the experience of getting older and age in 

culture. 
iii. A historical piece discussing the history of audio accompanying crosswalk 

signs.  
b. The station aired “Community Notebook” live reads describing local 

performing/visual arts events of interest to listeners residing in the Princeton, 
Philadelphia, and surrounding listening  
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